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The implementation of the
countercyclical capital buffer: Practice
and implications
Longjie Lu*
Abstract
In order to deal with the procyclical effects of bank lending, a countercyclical
capital buffer (CCyB) has been adopted in many jurisdictions since the global
financial crisis (GFC). Some jurisdictions follow an automatic approach and base
the decisions on the results of financial and economic indicators. Alternatively,
others adopt a discretionary approach, which gives leeway to regulators to adjust
the buffer rate. The automatic approach lacks flexibility and cannot avoid technical
errors, whereas the discretionary approach embeds more cognitive and political
bias. Considering these flaws, some jurisdictions have required banks to maintain
a positive CCyB at all times, which is known as the precautionary approach.
However, this strategy attenuates the role of the CCyB as a countercyclical tool.
Regulatory responses to the recent economic recession caused by the COVID-19
pandemic demonstrate that jurisdictions with a positive CCyB have more capacity
to adjust capital requirements, but this may lead to a misunderstanding that the
precautionary approach is the correct way to implement the CCyB. In fact, the
best options to deal with such a crisis are non-cyclical buffers, whereas the
functions of the CCyB in early warning and slowing down the build-up of risks
should be prioritised. Therefore, the precautionary approach should not be applied
and the role in coping with unpredicted and unexpected situations should be shifted
to other buffers.
Introduction
After the GFC, bank capital regulation has been tightened. A number of mandatory
capital buffers have been placed by regulators at the international, supranational
and national levels to enhance the resilience of the financial system.
Among all these buffers, the CCyB is a special one. It aims particularly at
mitigating the procyclicality of banks’ credit supply. Procyclicality means that
banks tend to expand the scope of loans when the economy is booming whereas
reducing it during a bust.1 In either direction, bank lending is an amplifying factor.
When credit supply increases, it finances more businesses and further fuels
economic development. In contrast, when credit supply shrinks, it exacerbates the
economic recession as there are fewer funds available for businesses to survive.
The impact of procyclicality on both the macroeconomy and financial system is
negative. Banks accumulate risks when expending loans and investments, which
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will turn into real losses and affect their capitalisations during a downturn.2
One of the important lessons of the GFC is that financial institutions are
intertwined and systemic risk is embedded in the financial system. With exposures
to similar assets or markets, financial institutions tend to take similar behaviours
to adjust lending and investments, which leads to the build-up of systemic risk.
The idea of the CCyB is two-fold. On the one hand, it curbs risk-taking by
requiring banks to maintain more capital when the economy is booming. On the
other hand, if the economy starts to deteriorate, the reserved capital
can be released to encourage banks to continue lending to
businesses.3
At the core of the CCyB is the way to identify the build-up of risks. The Basel
Committee of Banking Supervision (BCBS) has recommended using the
credit-to-GDP gap as the start point4 to measure whether credit growth is excessive
or not. However, due to the differences among domestic financial markets, the decisionmaking is primarily left with national authorities.
Since the CCyB has been introduced in 2011, majority member jurisdictions of
the BCBS have established their frameworks to implement it. Diversity in
substantial rules can be observed. In particular, the methods applied to identify
the upturn and downturn phases and adjust the CCyB rate vary from one to the
other. This article aims to examine the approaches adopted by national authorities
to implement the CCyB and analyse the comparative advantages and flaws of these
approaches.
In addition, the COVID-19 pandemic that spread to the world in early 2020 has
already resulted in serious economic recessions in many countries. It is the biggest
challenge to the global financial market and the first real test to the post-crisis
capital regulatory frameworks. The article will also examine how jurisdictions
with different CCyB policies have responded to this economic recession, based
on which it will draw implications about the role of the CCyB.
The article proceeds as follows. The section to follow further explains the
procyclicality of bank lending in the context of the risk-based capital requirements
in the Basel framework. The next section elaborates on the general rules of the CCyB
set by the BCBS and its recommendations for member jurisdictions. Then the following
section compares the main approaches of implementation adopted by several
national frameworks and analyses the advantages and flaws of each approach.
There is then a discussion on the regulatory responses to the pandemic-led economic
shock, focusing primarily on the role of the CCyB and the related conceptual and
policy issues. To conclude, there is a presentation of the findings and arguments.
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The procyclicality of bank lending
Procyclicality refers to the mutual reinforcing interactions between the financial
system and the real economy, which can amplify business cycle fluctuations and
cause financial instability.5 The term “business cycle” refers to the recurrent upward
and downward movements of aggregate economic activity, which are shown by
the expansion and contraction phases of economic indicators, such as GDP.6 Banks’
lending decisions change along with macro-economic situations, which in turn
affect economic activity. During the upturn phase of a business cycle, economic
conditions are improving and collateral prices are increasing, so banks are more
willing to increase the scale of loans to finance businesses. With sufficient access
to external finance, businesses can continue to prosper and add to economic
stimulus.7 In the booming environment, banks tend to be overoptimistic about asset
prices and returns and thereby ease their lending standards. However,
increasing the scale of loans may result in the accumulation of underlying risks.8
During the downturn phase, when economic conditions are deteriorating, many businesses
may be trapped in financial difficulties, banks will have to face an increasing number of
defaults on loans and the decrease in collateral prices, which may
lead to a credit crunch.9 Under these circumstances, banks tend to reduce credit
supply. Without available external finance, massive businesses will finally collapse,
which will further exacerbate the downturn. Thus, banks’ lending decisions, which
correspond to economic fluctuations, are the amplifying factors of both economic
boom and recession.10
The disruptive effects of procyclicality were typically observed during the GFC.11
In particular, there has been a widespread consensus that the procyclical effects
were amplified by the risk-based capital requirements set in the Basel framework.12
The framework was first established in 1988 to strengthen international
cooperation on banking regulation and supervision, which was known as the Basel
5
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Capital Accord (Basel I). It was the beginning of regulating bank capital in a
risk-based way.13 According to the risk-based capital requirements, a bank must
hold regulatory capital against the perceived risks of its asset portfolio.14 Credit
risk is the most important one that has been factored into the calculation of
The implementation of the countercyclical capital buffer risk-weighted assets (RWAs).15 In
general, banks’ exposures to borrowers with a low probability of default come with a low risk
weight and vice versa. Regulatory capital is formulated as the minimum percentage of
aggregate RWAs.16
The framework evolved over time. In 2004, the Basel II framework was issued
with the objective to improve the way regulatory capital requirements reflect
underlying risks.17 Basel II provided a standardised approach for banks to measure the credit
risk of every independently rated asset.18 However, considering that the
“one-size-fits-all” approach would not be suitable for all banks, it also allowed
banks to develop institution-specific models based on their historical data of losses19,
known as the Internal Ratings-based (IRB) approach.20 When assessing
the riskiness of a certain exposure, banks using the IRB approach must measure
two key components - the probability of default (PD) and the loss given default
(LGD).21 PD indicates the likelihood of a default over a specific period and LGD
represents the percentage of net loss in the total exposures at default once a specific
borrower goes into default.22 The risk weight of a specific loan is based on the
estimates of these two components.
Empirical evidence reveals that PD and LGD are negatively correlated to asset
prices and macroeconomic variables, such as GDP.23 Therefore, in an economic
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downturn, many borrowers’ PD and LGD figures will rise,24 and the risk weights
of loans will increase accordingly. Due to higher risk weights and more write-offs
of defaulted loans, banks have to maintain more capital to satisfy higher capital
requirements and absorb losses. Moreover, due to the depreciation of assets, banks
will face higher costs of raising new capital. Under all these circumstances, banks
have to reduce the credit offered to firms.25 Therefore, applying risk-based capital
requirements and integrating PD and LGD into the calculation were the main factors that
exacerbated the pro-cyclical effects of bank lending before
and during the GFC.
The response in Basel III
After the GFC, the BCBS has taken a comprehensive set of reform measures to
strength banking regulation. These reform measures have formed the new Basel III
framework, which has been in place since 2010.26 Basel III particularly emphasises
containing systemic risk and maintaining macro prudence.27 Mitigating procyclicality is
integrated into these two objectives, for which modifications have been made to the bank
capital requirements.
In Basel III, regulatory capital is categorised into Common Equity Tier 1 (CET1),
Additional Tier 1 (AT1) and Tier 2.28 The aggregate shall be at least eight per cent
of RWAs at all times.29 Clearly, the calculation of regulatory capital is still based
on RWAs as the denominator, which means that the capital requirements remain
risk-sensitive and will continue to amplify procyclicality. Thus, a specific
countercyclical tool—the CCyB has been introduced into Basel III. Banks should
build up and maintain sufficient capital in good quality during economic upturns
so that the capital reserves can be drawn down during economic downturns.30
The BCBS requires that the CCyB should be made up of CET 1, varying from
zero per cent to two-and-a-half of RWAs.31 This portion of capital is additional to
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the eight per cent regulatory capital and must be maintained at all times unless the
buffer rate is reduced by national authorities. The function of the CCyB is two-fold.
First, when banks increase credit supply during the economic upturn, they may
take excessive risks. With a positive CCyB rate in place, the more loans a bank
intends to extend, the larger its RWAs will be, and the more capital it should
reserve as the CCyB. In this way, the buffer can restrain risk-taking.32 Second,
during the downturn, the reserved capital can be released to absorb loan losses and
cushion the financial distress.33 Usually, it is easier for banks to raise CET 1 capital
when the economy and capital market are booming. In this way, banks become
more resilient to withstand poor economic conditions.
The implementation of the CCyB is left with member jurisdictions. A national
banking regulator shall constantly monitor the country’s credit growth and assess
whether or not it may be excessive and lead to the build-up of system-wide risks.
According to the macro-financial environment and the aggregate scale of credit
growth, the regulator would set a CCyB rate within two-and-a-half per cent.34 The
The implementation of the countercyclical capital buffer rate is time-varying, which should
be adjusted in different phases of the business cycle.
The BCBS has provided guidance for national regulators to assess credit risk
and decide the CCyB rate. To establish an international guide, The BCBS has
suggested using the aggregate credit-to-GDP gap as a common reference.35 The
credit-to-GDP gap is defined as the difference between the credit-to-GDP ratio,
which is the ratio of a country’s total credit supply to its GDP,36 and its long-term
trend. The ratio is based on actual figures and the trend is the statistical estimation
of future developments in a period between 25 to 30 years.37 The BCBS considers
the credit-to-GDP gap as the best indicator for measuring business cycles and
determining the good and bad periods38 because it rises smoothly above the trend
before the actual financial distress occurs.39 If there is a large gap, which means
the current credit-to-GDP ratio is much higher than the estimation of its long-term
trend, it shows that the credit may have climbed to an excessive level.40
The usefulness and suitability of the gap in warning system-wide vulnerabilities

32
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have been questioned by academics.41 Arguably, it will never be possible for a
single indicator to perfectly signify the risk-taking episodes in all countries at all
times. In fact, the credit-to-GDP gap is only the start point to assess credit growth
and member jurisdictions have considerable discretion to implement the CCyB
based on their specific national circumstances.
National implementation approaches
The decisions to set up or release the CCyB are made by national regulators in
accordance with domestic economic and financial situations. The national
assessment systems are different in many aspects, such as the types of indicators
and the conditions for adjusting the rate. Therefore, over these few years, the CCyB
rates at the national level are varied.
In 2017, the BCBS published a statistical report on the implementation of the
CCyB in its member jurisdictions, in which it found that the numbers of indicators
adopted by national authorities for assessment varied from one to thirty.42 Some
jurisdictions use the credit-to-GDP gap as the only indicator, whereas the majority
have established a system made up of multiple indicators related to macroeconomy,
credit market, business and banking. According to whether or not the
decision-making relies strictly on the results of indicators, the approaches that
have been adopted by national authorities are classified into the automatic and
discretionary approach. The former is also known as the “rule-based” approach,
which means that the regulator establishes an assessment system in advance and
specifies the calibrations for placing, increasing, decreasing and removing the
buffer. In contrast, the discretionary approach means that the regulator has the
leeway to decide the CCyB rate based on their judgements or regulatory experience.
When making judgements, they may or may not take into consideration financial
or economic indicators.
The automatic approach
The way Iceland applies to decide the CCyB rate is a typical illustration of the
automatic approach.
The Central Bank of Iceland (CBI)43 has adopted a methodological framework
established on the empirical analysis of a variety of indicators. The selection of
indicators is based on Iceland’s historical data of economic fluctuations and banking
crises, which can demonstrate the correlation between these indicators and systemic
risk. Apart from the credit-to-GDP gap, the core indicators used by the CBI to
calibrate the CCyB rate also include “growth in credit-to-GDP ratio”, “real growth
in credit to households and firms” and “real rise in property prices”. The CBI has
41
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also set the thresholds of these indicators to judge whether systemic risk in the
credit market has started to rise or not.44 The CBI45 reviews these indicators on a
quarterly basis and decides whether to change the current CCyB rate or not. From 2016 to
2019, the Icelandic regulator has raised the rate three times as the changes in
selected indicators showed a strong growth of household and business credit, which
signified a cyclical upturn.46 However, in response to the pandemic-led economic downturn,
CBI reduced the CCyB rate to zero in March 2020.47
The effectiveness of the automatic approach relies primarily on the appropriateness
and accuracy of selected indicators. Although the BCBS considers
the credit-to-GDP gap as the best indicator, it may not be reliable. The expansion
of the gap is caused by the rise of the current credit-to-GDP ratio, which may result
from the decrease of GDP, rather than excessive credit growth.48 Moreover,
empirical evidence shows that, on the one hand, the gap may expand slower than
the materialisation of risks, failing to give an early warning of a forthcoming crisis;
on the other hand, the gap may wrongly indicate a “crisis” which finally turns out
to be unreal.49 Many national authorities also deem that the gap is not a suitable
indicator under the specific circumstances in their jurisdictions. For example,
Iceland has found that in its history the gap signified the need for countercyclical
tools too late.50 If the assessment of credit growth and systemic risk rests only with
the credit-to-GDP gap, it is possible that the result deviates from the real situation
of the business cycle. As a result, many national authorities have selected alternative
indicators for reference. However, if there are just a small number of alternative
indicators used for assessment, this problem may remain.
44
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A narrow range of indicators can only reflect some aspects of the business cycle,
rather than the overall situation, which may fail to correctly inform the regulator
of the time to adjust the buffer. Given the complexity of the business cycle, using
a wider array of indicators, including both quantitative data and qualitative
information, may enhance the quality of signalling.51 The European Systemic Risk
Board (ESRB) has recommended the EU member states to refer to a combination
of multiple factors indicating not only credit growth but also banks’ robustness,
leverage ratio, assets price and stock price to inform the decisions related to the
CCyB.52
The discretionary approach
However, no matter how many indicators are selected and how closely they are
monitored, it is impossible for regulators to exactly detect every period of excessive
credit growth and take timely precautions to prevent all risks.53 Apart from the
problem that the selected indicators cannot give warnings about the build-up or
materialisation of risks, the results of different indicators may be inconsistent or
contradictory with each other. In this situation, the decisions of CCyB relies more
on regulators’ judgements. Therefore, some national authorities have alternatively
adopted the discretionary approach.
In the US, decisions on the CCyB are made by the Federal Reserve System (the
Fed)—the US central bank in coordination with the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation54 and the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency at their unfettered
discretion.55 The Fed will monitor and assess financial vulnerabilities by
synthesising the information related to financial and economic performance,
supervisory information, surveys, and other interactions with market participants.56
It is at the regulators’ discretion to develop empirical models, including either
small sets of indicators representing a specific aspect of the financial system or
large sets reflecting the overall situation of the national economy. In Regulation
Q, a number of credit market indicators have been recommended.57 Nevertheless,
none of these indicators is specified as a “must” in the assessment system. It is
believed that fixed indicators and models cannot adequately capture all risks, so
the types of indicators and assessment models should be adjusted in accordance
with the regulators’ experience.58 Moreover, the Fed also has the discretion to
consider whether the CCyB is the most appropriate policy instrument to address
51
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the financial vulnerabilities that have been identified.59 That is to say, even the
build-up of risks is observed, the Fed may also decide not to activate the CCyB.
Following the discretionary approach, policymaking by regulators is more
flexible. However, it is doubtable whether giving regulators more discretion will
avoid the shortcomings of the automatic approach. An essential problem with the
discretionary approach is the cognitive and political bias in the decision-making
process.60
Quantitative analysis demonstrates that if a two-and-a-half per cent CCyB were
applied in the US prior to 2007, it would have largely prevented the GFC and the
subsequent recession.61 Despite the finding, the CCyB rate in the US remains at
zero per cent since it was introduced in 2016. In March 2019, the Fed announced
that they would not increase the rate, which was based on the four to one voting
result by the Federal Reserve Board.62 Two board members who voted to keep the
zero CCyB viewed financial stability risks as moderate, whereas the member who
was against the decision warned that risks were increasing to high levels, and this
opinion was supported by several regional Fed presidents.63 Moreover, having
observed the increase of asset valuations and the expansion of leveraged lending,
experts also warned the Fed to raise the CCyB rate.64 In fact, as admitted by a
Board member, both asset valuations and business debt outstanding reached
historically high levels in the 2017–2018 period.65
If the decision to set a zero CCyB is wrong, it will not actively harm financial
stability.66 However, it will delay the actions to prevent a crisis and finally fail to
attenuate the detriments. It is hard to prove that the zero CCyB in the US is
incorrect. Nevertheless, those dissenting opinions demonstrate that decision-makers’
cognitive and political bias may result in the errors in judgements, and the
probability of making these errors is higher in the discretionary approach.67
There are two flaws in the design of the Fed’s decision-making. First, decisions
are made by just several officials in the Board. Although the Board has alleged
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that they base the assessments on four types of vulnerabilities,68 these
decision-makers may weight these indicators differently and their subjective stances
about risks are varied. Activating a positive CCyB means that banks have to reserve
more capital and accordingly less will be available for lending, a possible
subsequence of which is the slow-down of the economy. Different individuals
may have different priorities between these trade-offs. The votes by the Board
members represent different views and evaluations, especially when there are
divergences. Therefore, the majority opinion may not be correct. In addition, the
Feb reviews the CCyB rate once a year.69 In comparison, the EU member states
usually update their assessments on a quarterly basis. To make the CCyB effective,
activating, deactivating, increasing or decreasing the rate should be a timely manner.
A longer gap between reviews may result in the regulators missing good
opportunities to prevent a crisis.
Clearly, the discretionary approach embeds more policy uncertainties whereas
the automatic approach may lead to ossified decisions. Thus, the BCBS, some
national authorities and academics incline to an eclectic approach. Having drawn
on the ESRB’s recommendations, the EU member states usually operate an
assessment system made up of pre-designated indicators and calculation methods.
Nevertheless, some have particularly emphasised that it is necessary for regulators
to retain some degree of discretion. For example, the German framework combines
formal rules, which provide specific guidance to measure indicators and assess
risks, with the regulator’s discretionary judgements.70
In practice, an absolute automatic approach is impossible as the analysis of indicators
is still done by regulators. However, compared to the discretionary approach, the
essential feature of the automatic approach is that the application of indicators is
standardised and written in formal rules. Restricted by formal rules, regulators
usually have less leeway and flexibility, which to some degree can mitigate
cognitive and political bias.
The eclectic choice is expected to cope with the drawbacks of both approaches.
However, despite the combination of scientifically and methodologically selected
indicators and regulators’ discretion to apply their experience and expertise, neither
technical nor human errors can be completely avoided.
The precautionary approach
Due to the inherent weaknesses embedded in the automatic and discretionary
approach, a perfect system which can exactly indicate every dangerous phase of
the business cycle is impossible. The errors in decision-making can be categorised
into two. First, the regulators may keep the CCyB rate at zero or a low level if they
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fail to identify the build-up or materialisation of risks. As mentioned earlier, this
error will not actively harm financial stability, but it does not help enhance systemic
resilience. Another error is that the regulators mistakenly predict that a crisis would
materialise should they do nothing and place a positive CCyB. This error makes
banks’ capital positions more robust, but it may unnecessarily disturb the credit
market and impede economic growth.71 Some national authorities consider that
the costs of the second error are more tolerable than the severe consequence of a
crisis, especially the persistent impact on the economy. Thus, they have taken a
precaution, which is to maintain a non-zero CCyB even during normal periods.
This is also conceptualised as a “positive neutral CCyB rate”.72
In the UK, the Financial Policy Committee (FPC) has decided to maintain the
CCyB rate at one per cent when risks are judged to be neither subdued nor elevated.73
It demonstrates that the FPC’s CCyB policy is not fully consistent with the
deliberation of the BCBS. As explained earlier, the CCyB is expected to be activated
during the upturn phase of the business cycle. A main purpose of the buffer is to
cool down credit growth and restrain risk-taking, which typically distinguishes it
from other buffers aimed only at cushioning losses rather than mitigating
procyclicality. However, the FPC has made clear that coping with procyclicality
“is not its primary objective and will not usually be the primary objective guiding
its setting.”74 Instead, the primary objective is “to ensure that the banking system
is able to withstand stress without restricting essential services, such as the supply
of credit”. That is to say, even without actual threats to financial stability, the UK
regulator still intends to keep something for a rainy day. Unlike many other national
authorities, the FPC is also informed of the results of stress tests to decide the
CCyB rate. Stress tests are designed to examine whether banks are resilient enough
to cope with severe and extreme economic and financial scenarios.75 The probability
of these scenarios taking place in reality is small, so they are also known as “tail
risk”. However, once a scenario becomes real, it will be significantly destructive.
Using the results of stress tests as a reference demonstrates that the FPC hopes to
keep the banking system precautious and alert so that it can get well prepared for
the worst.
It is worth noting that the precautionary approach is not an alternative to the
discretionary or automatic approach, but an add-on. The FPC adopts a discretionary
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approach as it makes decisions by synthesising the information related to
macroeconomic and political situations, rather than the observation or analysis of
specific financial and economic indicators. Based on the one per cent threshold, the FPC
can increase the rate to a higher level when it believes that there is a higher
possibility of financial instability or economic deterioration.76 In December 2019, the FPC
raised the rate to two per cent77 because it predicted that financial
vulnerabilities would become severe due to the foreseeable falls in the global and
domestic economy that resulted from the US-China trade war and Brexit
respectively. It demonstrates that apart from the one per cent threshold, further
increasing the rate may also be a precautionary action, even without any clear
signalling of the upturn phase.
For the BCBS, the ESRB and many other national authorities, the CCyB is
adjusted against procyclicality. Therefore, when to place, increase, decrease or
release the buffer is of great importance. A right timing helps keep the balance
between protecting financial stability and developing economy. However, instead
of “acting timely”, the UK regulator emphasises “moving early”, which
demonstrates that the objective of building countercyclicality is second to
maintaining capital. The nature of the one per cent threshold is just an additional
cushion of capital for loss-absorbing. In this sense, the difference between the
CCyB and other buffers, such as the Capital Conservation Buffer (CCoB) is blurred.
The CCoB is another set of CET 1 which is required to be built up outside the
periods of economic busts. Instead of targeted at the problem of procyclicality,
the CCoB simply requires banks to maintain more capital above the minimum
level. According to the BCBS, the CCoB rate is fixed at two-and-a-half per cent.
Unlike the CET 1 capital used to meet the minimum capital requirements, which
should never be drawn down below the four-and-a-half per cent bottom line, when
a bank’s CCoB is less than two-and-a-half per cent, it can still run the business
normally. However, the bank is restricted from distributing earnings, including
dividend payments, employee bonuses and share buy-backs until the two-and-a-half
per cent CET 1 is restored.78
In addition, the BCBS has imposed a higher loss absorbency requirement on
global systemically important banks (G-SIBs). Based on the scores measured by
size, complexity, interconnectedness, and so on, G-SIBs have to maintain an
additional level of capital, ranging from one per cent to three-and-a-half per cent
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CET 1.79 The EU has implemented the G-SIBs buffer80 and extended it to other
financial institutions by placing an Other Systemically Important Institutions
(O-SIIs) buffer and a systemic risk buffer (SRB).81 The O-SIIs buffer applies to
systemically important institutions that are identified by national authorities and
the SRB can be imposed on all kinds of financial institutions. If a firm has to
comply with all the three buffers, the highest rate will apply.82 Unlike the CCoB, these three
buffers do not apply to all institutions uniformly.83 What is in common
is that they are not supposed to cope with procyclicality, either. Instead, they are
also maintained constantly against non-cyclical systemic and macro-prudential
risk. Therefore, the role of all these buffers in giving early warnings and slowing
down credit growth is rather limited. In this sense, the non-zero CCyB adopted
during normal periods does not essentially differ from these non-cyclical buffers.
The time to build up non-cyclical buffers does not hinge on the evolution of the
business cycle. If they have been built up prior to the upturn phase, both banks
and regulators may feel safe. As long as banks have maintained sufficient CET 1
to meet these buffers, no matter the upturn phase comes or not, they would expand
credit supply. Regulators may also be overoptimistic when these buffers are in
place and regard further increasing the CCyB rate unnecessary. As a result, they
may miss the opportunity to curb excessive credit growth in time. The probability
of this mistake is higher when there is a “positive neutral CCyB” as it creates the
illusion that the procyclicality issue is being controlled. In addition, since the CCyB
rate is usually up to two-and-a-half per cent, with a “positive neutral CCyB” being
in place all the time, there is a smaller range for regulators to adjust bank capital.
For instance, if the “positive neutral CCyB” is maintained at one per cent, the
regulator can only increase the rate by up to one-and-a-half per cent when an upturn
phase has been identified.
Summary
The automatic approach relies primarily on pre-designated indicators and
methodology, whereas regulators’ discretion is limited. It is good at controlling
human errors or bias, but lacks flexibility. If the selected indicators and
methodology are inappropriate, it may result in incorrect decisions. In contrast,
the discretionary approach allows regulators to adjust the CCyB rate flexibly, but
the decisions may be more influenced by cognitive and political bias. Due to the
complexity and uncertainty of the business cycle, incorrect decisions cannot be
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completely avoided under either approach. Therefore, some jurisdictions have
adopted a precaution, which is a non-zero CCyB that should be maintained even
without cyclical risks being built or becoming materialised. This approach provides
an additional cushion to absorb losses, however, it blurs the difference between
the CCyB and non-cyclical buffers and weakens its role as a countercyclical tool.
The Role of the CCyB during the COVID-19 pandemic and
implications
The COVID-19 pandemic has already caused the global economic recession, and
financial systems across the world have been taking the brunt. It is the
largest challenge to the global financial markets and the first system-wide test for
the post-GFC regulatory framework.84 There have been macro-level stabilising
measures, either posited previously to avoid another financial crisis or particularly
issued to cope with this recession. In particular, the capital buffers discussed above
are “on the front line” to help banks withstand such a sharp downturn.
The table below shows the changes in the CCyB rates in some jurisdictions
during the pandemic.

0.5

1
The statistic is the result of a survey covering the 31 EEA countries and the 18
non-EU member jurisdictions of the BCBS. Jurisdictions that are not listed in the
table held a zero CCyB prior to the pandemic. Clearly, minority activated the
buffer and had some resources to release.
Among the above jurisdictions, the UK, Ireland, Lithuania, Denmark and Norway
have adopted a precautionary approach. As mentioned earlier, the EU member
states usually use quantitative and qualitative indicators for the setting of the
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CCyB. Their strategies are based largely on the automatic approach, with some
degree of regulatory discretion. Iceland and Hong Kong also follow a typical
automatic approach.85 Therefore, jurisdictions in the list above usually adopt an
automatic or precautionary approach. Under the automatic approach, the possibility
of failing to signify the build-up of risks and activate a positive CCyB can be
reduced, though not completely eliminated, by referring to a more comprehensive
set of indicators. The precautionary approach itself is just a safeguard measure
against this type of decision-making failure. However, as human bias or mistakes
in the discretionary approach are more difficult to control, the possibility of this
failure may be higher.
It has been commonly observed that jurisdictions with a positive CCyB chose
to release it first to support on-going lending to the real economy while maintaining
other buffers temporarily. In contrast, others had to start with lowering the rates
of the O-SIIs buffer and SRB. Some jurisdictions without these tools even
encouraged banks to use the CCoB or directly reduce capital requirements.86 Where
available, the CCyB has been prioritised, meaning that it is regarded as the
best-suited tool to stabilise the economy. Nevertheless, regulators who did not
place a positive CCyB before the pandemic should not be blamed as the
CCyB is not originally designed to deal with a pandemic-led recession like what the world
has been suffering since 2020.
Having learned from the lesson of the GFC, the CCyB is particularly designed
to mitigate procyclicality. Its effectiveness is based on the assumption that the
business cycle can be assessed and predicted with scientific methods or historical
experience. Therefore, the quantitative indicators and qualitative information used
for setting the CCyB are all finance or economy-related. It is not problematic if
these indicators and information are used to monitor endogenous risks or detect
an endogenous crisis. However, when it comes to this recession which is caused
by an exogenous, non-economic factor, the monitoring and warning function of
the CCyB fails.
In addition, the risk assessment for the CCyB is based on domestic situations.
However, the current economic recession is caused by a pandemic, which has
spread fast to all economies almost simultaneously and thereby dramatically
changed the tendency of domestic business cycles, leaving no time for any
precautions. That is why some jurisdictions had a positive CCyB by coincidence
whereas others were just unlucky.
By observing the responses of national authorities to this recession, it can be
concluded that a system-wide buffer aimed at dealing with system-wide tail risk
is needed. It seems that the precautionary approach should be widely applied as it
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is aimed exactly at supporting the banking sector to overcome unexpected or
unpredictable situations.
However, it is worthy of note that, considering the original objective of the
CCyB, it is not the best-suited tool to deal with this kind of economic recession,
but its variation—the so-called “positive neutral CCyB” is. The problem with the
“positive neutral CCyB” has been clarified in the above section that it attenuates
the early warning function of the buffer. It is important that the CCyB should be
activated or increased at an appropriate point to effectively slow down risk-taking.
Therefore, the function of supporting banks to withstand tail risk should be carried
out by another regulatory tool independently, rather than in the name of the CCyB.
The nature of the “positive neutral CCyB” is an extension of non-cyclical buffers.
In this sense, it is reasonable to vest this role in the G-SIBs/O-SIIs buffer, SRB or
CCoB. However, there are imperfections in the current policy frameworks of these
buffers.
During the GFC, institutions that were most intertwined with others, especially
at the global level, were the most affected. Therefore, the G-SIBs/O-SIIs buffer
and SRB are institution-specific. Differently, this time all banks and credit
institutions are affected as they are all interconnected with the real economy and
households. Although the impact on larger institutions may be wider and deeper,
they have established stronger capital positions after the GFC. In contrast, these
buffers are not available for smaller, local institutions. For instance, most building
societies in the UK are not identified as O-SIIs,87 and the SRB was imposed only
on five ring-fenced banks and one building society.
The CCoB differs from the other three non-cyclical buffers as it is not
institution-specific. Since the pandemic, a number of national authorities have
decided to lower the CCoB rate or generally encourage banks to fully use it.88 As
mentioned earlier, when banks run below the two-and-a-half per cent rate,
distributions of earnings, share buy-backs and bonuses payments are restricted.
The aim is to prevent banks from making loans with the buffer to make themselves
more competitive. However, in reality, the concern is the other way around. These
requirements limit the benefits of banks’ shareholders, directors and senior
employees and upset banks’ plans to adjust capital structure or share price. To
avoid these restrictions, once banks have fully built the CCoB, shareholders and
managers would like to maintain it at the required level rather than drawing it
down. For their own interests, even if the regulator encourages the banks to use the
buffer during hard times, they may eschew decisions of running below it.89
Arguably, many national authorities have temporarily prohibited banks from
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paying dividends and bonuses or at least recommended banks to do so.90 However,
this cannot be a constant policy, whereas the economic consequence of the
pandemic is long-term. Building the CCoB is a time-consuming process. The
BCBS proposed a phase-in strategy for banks to gradually build the buffer from
2016 to 2019. If banks use the buffer to absorb losses or support normal lending
activities during the pandemic-led recession, there will be a long period ahead
before they can fully restore it. Operating with the restrictions attached to the
CCoB for a long time is detrimental to banks and their shareholders and managers.
In comparison to the CCyB, these non-cyclical buffers are more suitable to be
released during such an economic recession, which is impossible to be estimated
by monitoring the business cycle. In particular, the CCoB is more ideal than others
as it covers a much wider range of institutions. However, in practice the strict
restrictions on distributions, buybacks and bonuses may discourage banks to use
the buffer.
Differently, when the CCyB is released, no additional requirements are imposed
on banks, which may be one of the reasons for it being the first choice of those
jurisdictions with a positive CCyB. However, this kind of regulatory responses to
this recession may lead to a misunderstanding that maintaining a positive CCyB
at all times is a better way to implement this tool. Although the precautionary
approach offers a safeguard for financial stability, it is a distorted application of
the CCyB as its function in curbing procyclicality is not prioritised. During the
pandemic, the “neutral positive CCyB” happens to be proven useful. However, it
only demonstrates that it is good for banks to maintain a buffer to cope with tail
risk; it does not mean that the CCyB, which is a countercyclical tool, should be
made to play this role. To leave the CCyB as a particular countercyclical tool, the
role to cope with tail risk shall be shifted to the CCoB or other buffers. However,
considering the imperfections in the current policies, there are two possible ways
to make these buffers more viable.
First, the restrictions attached to the CCoB can be relaxed. For instance, instead
of restricting banks from distribution until they restore the two-and-a-half per cent
CET 1, the restriction period can be relatively shorter. It is reasonable for regulators
to limit banks’ distributions during the hardest period. However, banks’ normal
business and governance should be allowed if the market starts to revive, even if
some banks may not be able to fully rebuild the buffer quickly. This gives banks
an expectation that while they need to prioritise lending to the real economy to
overcome the most difficult period, stakeholders’ interests in the long run are also
balanced. Another way for relaxation is that regulators can remove all restrictions
and alternatively require banks to use the buffer only for credit supply, which
means that other types of capital can be used for distributions, buy-backs or
bonuses.
Second, in terms of the institution-specific buffers, they can be extended to
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smaller or less interconnected institutions, with the rates flexibly adjusted by
national regulators in accordance with the exposures of individual firms. Currently,
the O-SIIs buffer and SRB are only supranational or national initiatives in some
jurisdictions. In the future, the BCBS may recommend a wider application of these
buffers or a variation of G-SIBs buffer that applies to other institutions.
Conclusion
This article has examined the implementation of the CCyB during the post-GFC
period. As the policymaking and rate-setting processes rest with national authorities,
the practices among jurisdictions are various. In general, there are two different
approaches of implementation. Jurisdictions following an automatic approach
usually have a standardised framework comprised of pre-designated financial and
economic indicators and assessment methods. Banking regulators are bound by
rules and should adjust the CCyB rate in accordance with the results of indicators.
In contrast, under a discretionary approach, regulators are given the leeway to refer
to either objective indicators and information or subjective experience to form
their judgements.
Neither of the two approaches is perfect. The effectiveness of an automatic
approach relies heavily on the appropriateness of selected indicators and the
preciseness of the assessment method. However, a variety of factors may result in
the accumulation of systemic risks, and the upturn phases of business cycles may
emerge in different patterns. That is to say, the framework may fail to detect a
crisis or wrongly signify one that does not exist. A wider range of financial
indicators and frequent reviews may lower the probability of these errors. However,
they are impossible to be completely avoided. The discretionary approach offers
more flexibility but it also brings more uncertainties. Regulators’ experience and
knowledge may fill the gap in the automatic approach, however, humans’ cognitive
and political bias will be a more serious issue.
Therefore, to avoid technical and human errors, some jurisdictions have adopted
a “neutral positive CCyB”. Instead of activating the buffer during the upturn phase
of a business cycle, these jurisdictions keep the rate above zero at all times to get
well prepared for financial distress. Even if the build-up or materialisation of risks
is not detected in time, this precautionary approach can still mitigate the impact
on credit supply. However, this approach may also attenuate the role of the CCyB
as a countercyclical tool, especially its functions in early warning and slowing
down the build-up of risks. In essence, the “neutral positive CCyB” is an extension
of the CCoB. That is to say, the difference between the roles of the CCyB and
non-cyclical buffers is blurred. In addition to the CCoB, there are also
institution-specific buffers that perform a similar function, including the
G-SIBs/O-SIIs buffer and SRB.
During the economic recession caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, many national
authorities have chosen to use these buffers to support banking lending. Jurisdictions
with a positive CCyB rate prior to the outbreak had more capacity and usually
chose to release this buffer first, whereas those with a zero CCyB had to directly

start with using other buffers. It seems that the precautionary approach is the best
for maintaining banks’ resilience during a sudden and unexpected downturn.
In fact, this is a misunderstanding. The superior performance of the precautionary
approach demonstrates that it is necessary for banks to build a particular buffer
against system-wide tail risk. However, this task shall not be undertaken by the
CCyB. A crisis which is caused by exogenous, non-economic factors has nothing
to do with the business cycle. Therefore, under the CCyB framework, it is
unpredictable. If a zero rate is held when such a crisis bursts out, the CCyB is
powerless. If a “neutral positive CCyB” is in place all the time, its countercyclical
function is obstructed. Therefore, there is a dilemma in using the CCyB against
unexpected or unpredictable downturns.
Instead, the non-cyclical buffers, which are built and maintained outside the
upturn phases, can be taken into consideration. At present, the policies of the CCoB
and the three institution-specific buffers may cause problems in practice. If the
restrictions attached to the CCoB can be relaxed or removed, or the scopes of the
institution-specific buffers can be extended to the entire banking system, these
buffers should be more suitable tools.

